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Make it freely, enjoy life.

Wine Cooler
Clf-WS15



Ca'Lefort Ca'Lefort  Wine Cooler
Clf-WS15

Enjoy this wine center with plenty of space to 
store all your favorite red and white Wines with 
6 movable carbonized wooden shelves.

33 Wine Bottle Storage Capacity

Upgraded Cooling System Wine Cooler

The wine cooler maintains temperatures
between 40ºF and 65ºF, keeping both red and 
white wines at the perfect serving temperature, 
and you can customize that you need. 

14.8"

34"

22.4" (24.1" with handle installed)

Freestanding and Built in installation

Double Tempered Glass Door Wine Cooler

Double-layer tempered grey glass door 
improves temperature stability, reduces 
condensation, and keeps your wines perfect 
also your electricity bill low.

 33 Wine Bottles Storage Capacity

 Advanced Cooling System Wine Cooler

 Wine Cooler With Inside Digital 

Temperature Control Panel 

Tempered Grey-color Glass Door Wine 

 Cooler

Capacitive Touch Electronic Controls

Three Interior LED Lighting (White & 

Blue & Amber ) 

Reversible Hidden Hinges Wine Cooler
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22.4"

34"
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Voltage:115V/60Hz

Rated Current: 0.9A

A Warm Tips

Please keep the item upright and stand
for 24-36 hours before plugging it into 
the power supply.

Design with seamless stainless steel frame 
and reversible hidden hinges, and three-
colors interior led lighting. The stylish look 
decorates your kitchen, living room, office 
or bar area.



COOLER









Removable Carbonized Wooden 
Shelves (Total 6)

Clf-WS15

33

40°F-65°F (5°C-18°C)

71 lbs

86.6 lbs

14.8"W x 22.4"D x 34"H

18.5"W x 26.8"D x 36.6"H

Aluminum Alloy Handle

Double Tempered Grey Color 
Glass Door



Free Standing Instructions

For free standing installation, 5 inches 

(127mm) of space between the back 

and sides of the appliance is suggested, 

which allows the proper air circulation 

to cool the compressor and condenser.

6 Shelves

Aluminum Alloy Handle

Instruction Manual

L-Shaped Screwdriver
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15.05" (38.3 cm)

22.65" (57.6 cm)

34.25" (87 cm)

cooler





This wine cooler includes a Aluminum Alloy Handle. To install the handle please follow 
 the below instructions:



store the right lower hinge 
safely and replace it to the opposite side with 
the left lower hinge that is equiped along with 
the user manual in the cabinet,

and use the upper right hinge that

is equiped along with the manual in the 
cabinet to install on the left side of cabinet 



40°F-65°F (5°C-18°C)

Press and hold the ON / OFF control button for 5 seconds will shut down the 

appliance but still power on, only the on/off icon will light up.

The cooling zone has an interior light. Press once the light control 

To change the temperature display from Fahrenheit to

button will switch between different colors and off, the light color switch cycle sequence 
is in white, blue, amber color and off.

Celsius, press and hold the light button for five seconds.

Control panel: 5 minutes without any operation, all the touch keypad light will turn of f 

 and the temperature will display normally. Touch any keypad can light up the button 
indicating light.

and show the set temperature in white.

cooler ( Clf-WS15 ) is 40°F - 65°F (5°C - 18°C).
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33

This appliance is equiped with 6 pcs of 
carbonized wooden shelves and you can moves 
the shelves out and in smoothly.
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Display shows: E1, E2, 
E5, E6, EU 

Temperature sensor failure or communication 
error

Call the service center
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Clf-WS15

Thank you for purchasing this Calefort product. This user manual will help you to get the best 

performance from your new wine cooler. For future reference, record the model number, serial 

number and the date of purchase. The model number plate is located on the inside wall of the 

refrigerator.

cooler



15” Compressor Single-Zone Wine Cooler 
Total 33 Bottles (750ml Bordeaux)

Ca'Lefort

Make it freely, enjoy life.

Model: Clf-WS15

Style: Luxury & Classic

Light: White / Blue / Amber

Design: Aluminum Alloy Handle
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